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We describe an Accelerator Mass Spec!rome!er to be operated 
by TRIUMF Applied Programs for a consortium of earth scientists. The 
equipment will provlda routine determinations of ‘%,‘0Be and 26AI in 
mg-sizec samples derived from natural materials. The measurement 
system IS destgned around a us&, but suitably upgraded, EN Tan&m Van 
de Oraaff accelerator The design is an improved version of our first- 
generation AM5 system which we currently operate a! M&laster 
tinlverslty. 

The use of Tandem Van de Oraafi accelerators for Accelerator 
Mass Spectrometry (AM5) is now well established [ I I. The technique is 
commonly applied to the measurement of the very low natural 
concentrations of long-lived ccsmogenic isotopes in natural materials, 
either for dating or for tracer studies In general, all AflS systems 
func!mn by ionizing a suitably prepared sample, selecting !he ions of 
Interest with an ‘injector’, and then accelerating them. The Ions emerging 
from the accelerator are magnetically analvzed, and the s!able tsot.ope 
beams are measured wrth Faraday cups. The radiomotope Ions undergo 
further magnetic and electrostatic filtering and are counted wtth a AE-E 
detector tele<cope which dtstmguishes them from any remaming 
contaminants The concentration of radIoisotope is determined from the 
measured isotope ratio and the known amount of stable isotope in the 
sample. 

Since 1977 we have developed and tested an AMS system as 
part-time users of the McMaster Universdy FN Tandem mlerator. Our 
method differs in detail from all others, in that the rare and the stable 
isotopes are accelerated and detected simultaneously, ins&d of 
sequcntlally This equipment 121 now allows us to measure T4C to IX 
accuracy, with a be&ground sensltivit for the ratio “C/‘2C of 2 
x10-‘5 iSO,OOO radiocarbon years) IJ Be/gf3e ratios can be measured 
to 3X, with a sensitivity of 2 x 10-T4. The system has also been used to 
detect %4l, but no serious measurements have been undertaken 
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In thts paper we describe a proposed second-generation AMS 
system designed specifically for routine measurents of t4C. “Be and 
26Al, with the possibility of including other isotopes as they become of 
inter&. Thesystem WIII be operated by the Applied Programs Division of 
TRIUMF for a consortium of earth scientists from Western Canada and the 
U.S.A The lessons of our tIcMaster experience and some of the actual 
equipment from this system are incorporated in the new design, as shown 
in Fig. I. In the remainder of the text, we first identify aspects of tandem 
system design which are critical for AMS, and then show how our &slgn 
satisfies these requirements. 

The malor requirements for a dedicated AMS facility are gc& 
detection sensivity, high measurement accuracy and high sample 
throughput 

High sensit.ivlty requires gscd vacuum in the accelerelor tubes 
and in the beam filter elements to minlmlze interference; arising from 
interactions of !he particle beam with residual g%es As well, the 
acce!erator voltage range must be sufficient to allow eech isotope of 
interest !o be measured at an energy where contaminant: are leasi 
troublesome. 

The prime requirement for htgh accuracy 1s that the system 
remaln stable, so that unknown samples may be accurately campared to 
standard samples Fluctuations must not cause beam losses which are 
isotope dependent and which thus affect the measured isotope ratios The 
accelerator !ermTnal and the power supplies for all beam steering and 
focussing elements voltage must then be highly stabilized. It is important 
that the transmission of particle beams through the entire beam 
transport system is a: close to 100% as 1s possible, so the optical 
elements must be desIgned to transmit the beam without losses, and the 
sys!em must be adequately provided wtth beam diagnostic &VII%. 
Electrostatic focusstng and steering elements should be used where 
possible for mass-n&pet-dent beam handling 

If these criteria of stability and beam transmission cannot be 
satisfied, precision measurements are simply impossible. Therefore, the 
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Figure I. Layout of the propoti AM: system. 
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system cannot bo allowed to ‘limp along’ it must be both reliable and 
easily repairable 

The demand for high throughput of samples require-; !hat the 
ion source produce high beam intensities and be constructed for fast 
sample changmg The particle beams must be transmitted efficiently. and 
the accelerator must operate at voltages which maximlse the prloduction of 
positive Ion charge states of Interest An automatic means nf setting up the 
beam transport system should be provided to shorten !he often lahor ious 
prccess of tunmg up. Furthermore, if the facility IS to be used efficiently 
and the high cost of a large st.aff avoided, it must be operatti rnu!me!y by 
researchers who are not accelerator experts. Minimal operator 
Intervention should be requlreo during normal operation. but the 
researchers should be warned 11 faults &velop A computer- based Icontrol 
system which f\rst sets up and then monttors the system parameters is 
clearly required 

TheQcl 

A 30 keV reflected-beam Cs sputter murce will lgenerate 
negative ions for the spectrometer. Our prmnt source operate with 
suitably-sized samples of graphite, Be0 or A120;. These are mixed with 

Ag pow&r for good thermal mnductivlty, and product outputs of up !o 50 
PA of C-, I 5 PA 01 eeO-, and 200 nA of Al-. An easily changed 20 
sample carousel gives short sample turnaround times. .Sa far, we have 
seen no evldenm for cross-contamination between samples This present 
source will be mstalled on the new system, but we expect that o!her ion 
sources ~111 bedeveloped later to provide higher currents, new beamsof 
Interest, etc. 

The injection system which we will use splits the ion SOurce 
output Into beams of different masses, filters out unwan!ed ions. and 
recombmej all be3ms of Interest faor simultaneous Input into the 
alerator. This is done by two 55” dipole magnet: and two eleLtro:talK 
quarlrupoles which separate and reumbme the beams, with aperturLX; at 
the midpoint of the system lo select the beams of mteres!. A Iletailti 
description of the concept has appeared elsewhere [3]. T~I:, simultaneous 
me!hcicl has several tivant?@?s over the alternatlve tec;nn@.Ie of Lycling 
the isotopes through the melerator one by one. lnstablllties rn the 
system tend to afft3ct all isotopes qually and hence leave isotope rat.ius 
lunchan@ A stable Isotope beam IS always present, so !hat the standard 
;Hcelerator voltage stabili:atlon wstem (which works by sensing a beam 
posItIon) can be used The beam current loadmg on the accelerator 
remains rdnstant ,and so stable operation is easier to attain. 

Our operatmg experience with this device at Mctlaster has 
snown that it transmits the particle beams wl!h ~100% efficlenLy, 
provldmg “C m?Burements to better than 1 W precision. We have also 
sh&n that, contrary to wrller fears, there are no significarlt back.grolund 
problems due to ions scattered from the stable beams reaching the 
d&c!or:. The apparent I4 C background from thts effect is equivalent t.oa 
redicn2rbon ;pge of at least 65,000 years 

The proposed measurernent system w~li be based on a modGi& 
EN Tandem amelerator, operatmg at ES-7 i-1V This model IS no longer 
manufacturerl, but used mrlchme: ,are btvamlng available. 5maller 
accelerators of Z-2.5 MY are wideiy used for ‘“C datmg [ I] ( but there 
are several argument5 that Qigher beam energies lea0 to Increased 
versatility. Beam scat.terlng and stragglmg in the accelerator stripper 
are 1m importan! at hlgner energies, 50 the design of a selective ye! 
efilcient beam transport and filtering system IS made ti3ster The 
increased vnltaqe offers a wider Choice of posltlve char.qe stat65 Hence, 
more strateqgles for avoidlng troublesome contaminants exist, and the 
chances of operatmg the system at peak efficiency and :ensi!ivlty are 
increased. Flnal!y, particle identification techniques typ~cdlly work 
better at higher energies, particularly for heavier ions. The EN can 
comfortably exceed the voltaye of about 6 ilV required for rnms?irements 
using “4C3t, ‘*Be3* and %17* IUQ: The syst.em should therefore be 
very reliable at 6 MV, and the ex!ra voltage wpability provides some 
latitude for developing measurement techniques for other Isotope-, 

The accelerator will be extonslrely upgrti for AMS work. The 
amelerator tubes wrl: be rebuilt !o the Dowlish spiral Inclined field 

7 design, using Al electrodes. A grldded lens at the enirance to the * I tube 
will be used to fmus the beam into the strlpper canal. It has been shown 
at tIcMaster and elsewhere [ 41 that this conflguratlon gives exceptional 
beam transmission and voltage holding capabili!y. and requires very little 
voltage condltlonlng T’le tubes will be pumped from both ends of the 
accelerator by cryopumps, and by a small Ti sublimation pump in !he 
high voltage terminal The Dowllsh tlubesare not a ‘hard vacuum’ design, 
bu! our experience shcws !hat tube vr;uum: adequate !o provK!e & 
detection sensitivity are readily achievable. 

The standard belt charging vstem will be replaced bv two 
Pelletron chains, whtch offer improved voltage stability and resistance to 
spark &may? Ilnllke beits, chain: I&J not absorb moisture when exposed 
to the atmosphere The pumpdown and voltage conditioning times following 
tank openings for maintenance are !herefore reduced Furthermore, the 
chains are located on the outside of the accelerator column and hence are 
readily acca%i ble 

Other Improvements will include the provision of high 
impedance grading resistors for the accelerator column to reduce ihe 
current dram on the terminal, and the installation of !erminal steerers 
and a multi-oositlon strlpper foil holder. The voltage stabilizer 
electronics will also be upgrtid. a fast control Imp driving a light link to 
the !ermlnal will modulate a control volt@? on the accelerator stripper, 
supplementing the standard corona circuit. 

The terminal will be insulated using SF, gas rather than wl!h a 

N2/COZ mixture The superior insulating quaIltIes of SF, extend the 

operating voltaqe of the EN and provide a greater safety margin for 
normal operation Higher charglnq currents can be mainiained, and the 
accelerator IS less vulnerable to spark damage. The SF6 WIII be stored as a 

gas and transferred using standard refricqeration compressors, followmg 
methcds developed by BrEsard [S]. This technique requlr% a large 
storage volume, but the system is relatively inexpensive, and the short 
transfer tme of about I hour reduce? the difficulty of carryrng out 
repalrs Inside the tank 

The bedm charactcristlw in the hlqh energy beam transpor! 
system are prirndr~ly determIned by scat!.erIng in the accelerator 
stripper, and hence dependstrongly on the ion speccles, the beam enerqy, 
and the strlpper thickness. Our approach was to calculate !he worst case 
beam which could emerge from an EN equipped with the Dowlish 
accelera?or tubes, arld !o design a beam Iranspor! syslem which wuld 
handle this beam without loss. Farm cups and adJustable 4-law ~111s 
will be provl&d st all beam waists, and fixed 4-law slits will be placed 
upstream of all beamllne mnstrlctions, to assist with beam tuning. All 
slits will be equipped with beam current re,adout, and several beam 
:snners WIII also be tused for beam diagnostics. Corrective steerers will 
be playti as shown in Fig. I, and all steerers and quadrupoles will be 
electrostatic to ensure that all iso!opes are treated allice 

A lary ( r q PO cm ) 90” dnuble fccussmg magnet with 
mornentum resolution p/&p - 800 will form the ilrst stage of the Isotope 
filtermq system The magrlet poles and the vacuum box will be wide 
enough to transmit beams of several 1sotop6 (, e-g , 12C. 13C and 14C, or 
2bAI apd 27Al ) simultaneously Stable isotope beams ~111 be detectoc 
with faraday cups after th!s analysis. Bedm positlon sensing slits ~111 be 
provided inslde each cup for connec!lon to the stabllizatlon system to 
regulate the terminal voltage. The slit and faraday clip currents ~111 be 
&ded icyether electronIc-.ally to give Kcurate current readdlncp. 

ions of the wrong rnagnetlc rlgidlty which fortultou;ly scatter 
around t.he first magnet WIII be removed by d second mqne!. A Wien fii!er 
required to suppress other sources of backyround would remove most Of 
these ions anyway, but. a second magnet is a more 5ektive filter Our own 
exper lence and that of other groups [ 6] has shown that the extra element 
provides a qreat increwe in detection znsltlvity A second 40” bend was 
adopted because of the compact Ivout which results, and bmluse the two 
identical magnets form a first-order achromat and so produce a small 
fmal beam soot 
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An additional filtering sta$? is necessary to remove 
contaminants which happen to have the correct magnetic rlgidi!v. An 
electrostatx analyzer or a Wien velocity filter can be used We chose the 
latter for the versatility affor&i by I!; var Iable sensitivity and for the 
ease of alignment whtch results from 115 stralyhl line beam path. A 
suitable instrument IS now operatmg on our sy:tem a! M&laster. When 
set up in the new system and tuned for 30 MeV t4C4+, it will have a 
velocity resolution of 2%. 

The ions of interest will be identified and counted using the g?s 
ionization and Mlid state particle &tect.ors alreedy in u=x. Space will be 
left at the end of the beam line to permit time-of-flight particle 
identification to be developed if required, The proposed data collection 
system consists 01 NIM and CAMAC ehxtronlcs and a small VAX computer. 
This is a smaller verston of the data acquisl!ion system we currently use, 
so the powerful data acquisition and analysis software we have alrw 
developed can be transferred easily to the new system. 

Conclusion 

We have discussed the requirements for a dedicatedAMS system 
to mmure 14C, ‘OBe and 26Al and have shown how thw can be met by a 
design based on a modified EN tandem. Since the critical design elements 
have alreach/ been successfully tested, we are confident that the proposed 
design will work as planned and will provirle a first-class instrument for 
the appllwtion of this new analytical technique. 
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